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We’ve built a platform to do well out of stakeholders.

SIF TOKEN is a SIFIRINCIFILO initiative that takes its power from binance smart

chain. The purpose of existence is to provide funds for the project and initiative

ecosystem created. For this reason, SIF Token will provide funding support to

SIFIRINCIFILO initiatives, not just to be traded in the markets. This shows that there

is always an infinite transformation for SIF TOKEN. When you, our esteemed

stakeholders, have SIF TOKEN, you will also support many project owners and

entrepreneurs. In addition, we plan to offer many ways to obtain SIF TOKEN for you

and continue our work on it. You will be able to earn SIF TOKEN with our games in

development and various competitions. Our aim is to always make SIF TOKEN

valuable in an endless cycle and to provide future profits to our investors. With the

ecosystem we have created, you can buy, exchange, earn and sell SIF TOKEN.

The goal of the project;

General information



SIF Token set out to be a trustworthy tool and a source of social responsibility for its

investors traded on global exchanges. SIF Token investors also acquire a tool to meet

the needs of students as social responsibility while aim to earn money as the main

goal.

SIF,who is symbol of abundance in Scandinavian mythology, it is planned as an

investment tool to meet the funding needs of our projects. Our starting point is to help

students achieve equality of opportunity in education by minimizing financial

problems in their education life. It is aimed to provide support directly or indirectly

with SIF Token in the projects and works they want to implement.

Social responsibility

Investment

Crypto Technologies

Education

https://siftoken.org/

https://sifirincifilo.com/

https://www.siftoken.org/icoapp/public/login

SIF TOKEN WEBSİTE YOU CAN  BUY

0xa120EF497039bd269b621Cdf31e7E9bFEf1c80a7Contract:

inspirer



SIF TOKEN is a SIFIRINCIFILO initiative. As SIFIRINCIFILO, our aim

is to create an enterprise network. In general, its structure is to

create the opportunity that project owners need to bring new

ideas, projects and initiatives to life. To provide opportunities for

the projects to be implemented by meeting all their needs in

terms of both financial and labor. For this reason, SIF TOKEN will

act as the funder of SIFIRINCIFILO projects.

Ecosystem

RENEWABLE ENERGY

SIF TOKEN

TREASURE HUNT SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

READ EARN

SOCIAL PROJECTSWEB DEVELOPMENT



In the changing and developing world, it is necessary to

be open to innovations and ideas. Earth energy must be

managed transparently and everyone should have

enough stake. Instead of consuming natural resources

rapidly, alternative systems aiming at sustainable

development should be implemented. Especially in this

area, the search for new resources instead of repeating

the same mistakes; It shows that we should turn to

studies in order to use the clean energy systems we have

such as wind and sun actively and efficiently.

Humanity striking the ecological chain of the world

must realign the links of the chain for itself. When you

look at current developments and research, you can see

that large companies and researchers are focusing on

green energy sources.

  For this reason, we want to shape the future with the

renewable energy resources developed. Various projects

are being prepared with advanced solar panels, new

resource creation.

Other project ideas;
RENEWABLE ENERGY



HAZINECIM is a Web-based mystery and puzzle game concept. It is based on

the logic of finding the password to reach the grand prize thanks to the clues

given in the game content. The channels for giving tips for the game can be

diversified. With the broadcasts to be made on the website, mobile application

and social media platforms, a game that everyone can participate is aimed for.

The game offers an experience that will increase the knowledge and awareness

of the users in the process they will take while going to the desired results from

the information to be given in the content. In this process, awards are

presented as reinforcers at rates that will enable players to research with

determination.

TREASURE HUNT



We follow the rapid development of

communication resources. We are the

representatives of the transition from the

first generation non-interactive broadcasts

that started with the World Wide Web to

virtual worlds that push our perception

limits today. We support freedom of

information with the motto that

information grows as it is shared and we

take on the requirements of our age. We use

visual content, web software tools, database

applications for page designs suitable for

Web and Mobile browsers. With social

media studies, we investigate the

opportunities to reach large masses and

diversify them according to the needs.

We prepare the visual designs of the

structures we design in HTML, PHP, SQL

languages   with Photosop, Illustrator,

Animate programs. We can create Logo,

Banner sketch works, model creation and

animations for individuals and institutions

with our expert team.

Although we find the flow of information

from books to digital documents in a

digitized world today positive in terms of

accumulation, the mystical air of books is

our irrepressible instinctive pleasure. What's

wrong with constantly chasing a mystery

between the lines of books? As a team that

keeps education at the forefront, we offer

you small games with the secrets we hide

between the lines of books.

The game READ EARN was developed on

passwords hidden in lines of books in

various languages. It is a game that adapts

riddles containing Arsene Lupen and

Davinci-like intelligence and attention to all

books and rewards those who solve the

secret. It is aimed to increase the habit of our

players to read books while supporting

bookstores, authors and publishers to attract

attention.

WEB
DEVELOPMENT READ EARN



The most valuable thing we have today is "EARTH"!

After the existence of the world, humans survived 2.5

million years with plants and animals that they could

not domesticate. The agricultural revolution started in

certain regions in 9500-8500 BC. The cultivated soils

have been the primary source of life until today.

Sustainable agriculture is the method in which

technology is actively used in order to avoid negative

environmental conditions. In addition to making profit

while producing for the continuity of life, contributing

to ecological life is only possible with sustainable

agricultural activities.

In this area, producers and society should join hands

and raise awareness. If you knew and noticed the

agricultural activities carried out wildly in the world,

none of you could easily digest what is on your plate!

We are witnessing one more agricultural revolutions

that have taken place over the years for agricultural

backwardness, which has become a global problem

today, and we are closely interested in our innovative

perspective in this field.

SUSTAİNABLE AGRICULTURE



With social responsibility projects, we plan to keep people together without making any

difference and to act together within the framework of ethical rules. Today, we expect

your conscientious commitment above all to add value and develop projects in education,

art, human rights, animal rights and many more. In order to activate the dynamics of

society, we have set social sensitivity among our goals and remain in solidarity, and we

proceed with this awareness. When you close your eyes, imagine children who cannot go

to school due to impossibilities, people who have not been as lucky as you about basic

needs such as water, our lively friends who are actually trying to survive with a different

struggle every day on the street and join us to take action!

In this area, producers and society should join hands and raise awareness. If you knew

and noticed the agricultural activities carried out wildly in the world, none of you could

easily digest what is on your plate! We are witnessing one more agricultural revolutions

that have taken place over the years for agricultural backwardness, which has become a

global problem today, and we are closely interested in our innovative perspective in this

field.

SOCIAL PROJECTS



Official Logo

SIF TOKEN

 

THE SIF TOKEN LOGO IS COMMENTED WITH THE GOD THAT BRING ABUNDANCE AND

PERFORMANCE IN SCANDINAVIA. DUE TO THE IDEA OF BUILDING A ENTERPRISE

NETWORK FOR THIS REASON, WE FOUND THIS SYMBOL CLOSE TO OURSELVES.



Project development

 plan

Establishment of the SIF TOKEN idea

Settlement of  Team

The formalization of the project structure

PHASE 1

Formalization of the legal structure

Setting the project’s budget and promotion scheme

Distribution of the first part of SIF TOKEN 

Creation of the official website

Creation of the official market

PHASE 2

To invest in stakeholders

Launching the SIF token on Binance Smart Chain



PHASE 3

PHASE 4

Creation connection between SIF Tokens and projects

Developing new ecosystem equipment

Datacenter basis update

Crypto asset enhancements

Create your own blockchain



SIFToken Technological

Specification

SIF TOKEN is powered by binance smart chain. With its advanced blockchain technology,

it provides faster transfer possibilities and makes transfers cheaper.

LOW GAS FEES

FAST TRANSFER OF LARGE QUANTİTİES

PANCAKESWAP COMPATİBİLİTY

COMPATİBLE WİTH MULTİPLE WALLETS

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) has been booming with activity. Ranging from token

swaps to decentralized money markets and cute NFTs, there are many options to earn

yield or simply to have fun.

But what do you need to get started, and how do you do it? We’ll go through it all in

this article. 

First, if you’d like to get an overview of the technology behind BSC, check out An

Introduction to Binance Smart Chain (BSC). 

That article can give you a walkthrough of the mechanics of the blockchain, while this

one will provide practical information about how to get started. So let’s dive in.

Binance Smart Chain



Binance Smart Chain (BSC) wallets 
First things first, you’ll need a wallet to interact with the applications on BSC. The

good news is that you have quite a few options to choose from.

It’s worth keeping in mind that this isn’t an exhaustive list. In addition to the ones

mentioned below, you can also use Math Wallet, Ledger, TokenPocket, Bitkeep,

ONTO, Safepal, and Arkane.

How to get crypto to Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
Binance Smart Chain supports the BEP-20 token standard, while Binance Chain, the

home of Binance DEX, supports the BEP-2 token standard. If you’d like to trade on

Binance DEX, you’ll need to use BEP-2 tokens, while if you’d like to use dApps on BSC,

you’ll need BEP-20 tokens.

How to track Binance Smart Chain (BSC) metrics
So, now we have almost everything to get started. But how will we track our activity

on BSC? Well, BscScan is the best place.

If you’ve been involved with DeFi at all, the site may look a bit familiar. It looks and

feels very much like EtherScan  – that’s because it’s made by the same team that made

EtherScan.

So once you’ve found your addresses, what else should you keep an eye on? There are

several handy metrics that track the ongoing activity on BSC, and we’ve collected them

in this article: 6 Binance Smart Chain (BSC) Metrics You Should Know.



A total of 2.100.000.000 pieces of SIF TOKEN were produced. For this reason,

mining is not done. 50% of the tokens produced will be available for general

sale. 5% will be offered to stakeholders advantageously in private sales. 10%

tokens will be presented to stakeholders on pre-sale. The remaining tokens were

distributed as proportioned among the team, affiliate, advertising and

developing, as seen in the scatter chart.

Token distribution 



SIF Launchpad ICO
We launched  very affordable SIF Token sale to our investors in order to meet the essential

needs and start the project.

SIF Token's shared with our investors registered in the white list via our pre-sale platform.



TEAM

Samet Aslantürk

CEO ve Takım Lideri

İrem Gülmüş

COO ve Kurucu

Merve Çakır

PMO ve Yazılım geliştiricisi

Ali Tunç

CMO ve Kurucu



Contact information

https://twitter.com/siftoken

https://medium.com/@siftoken

https://www.publish0x.com/home

https://www.reddit.com/user/siftoken

https://www.facebook.com/siftoken

For SIFTOKEN Support and chat

Official project website

Community News Pages

https://sifirincifilo.com/

SIFIRINCIFİLO Website

https://www.siftoken.org/

https://t.me/joinchat/ePp2tEwlTiE4ZWZk 

All information about SIFTOKEN project canbe obtained

by directly contacting the team at

support@siftoken.org
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IMPORTANT WARNING 

https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/how-to-get-started-with-binance-smart-chain-bsc
https://docs.binance.org/

https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.5.7/

https://www.studentcoin.org/whitepaper

REFERENCES;

IMPORTANT WARNING;

https://metamask.zendesk.com/hc/en-us

> In order to receive SIF TOKEN, you must pay to the specified wallet. Otherwise, your

investment is not approved.

> Make sure that you have entered the wallet and blockchain network that you specified in the

system correctly. SIF TOKEN is not responsible for any negative situations caused by incorrect

information entry.

> SIF TOKEN is a crypto asset. It will not represent any securities. Asset value is determined as

interpersonal p2p and b2b.

> If cryptocurrency investment is not allowed in your country, please do not invest in SIF TOKEN,

then SIF TOKEN does not accept any liability that may arise.

> Cryptocurrency trading is subject to high market risk. Please take care of your transactions.

The SIF TOKEN will take all trading measures, but will not be liable for your trading losses.


